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A1 Why has a photo of a door gained 50,000 likes       
on Facebook?

A2 What has Anna Richardson called “bright, bubbly, 
fantastical and magical”, and why?

A3 What creative way has Dave Eastwood come up 
with in order for his partner Helen to have a bath 
while they have been living in their garage during the 
building of their new home?

A4 During lockdown, how are children’s pocket money 
habits changing?

A5 Who has written Fall Off. Get Back On. Keep Going, 
and why? 

A6 What was unusual about the Friday 8 May K-League 
match? 

A7 Which one of Shakespeare’s 37+ plays has been 
made into a game by the Royal Shakespeare Company 
and Epic Games, the creator of Fortnite? 

A8 Given the shortage of foreign workers, what are UK 
students being encouraged to do?

A9 What has Vietnamese chef Hoang Tung created to 
bring “joy to others”?

A10 In this week’s news, what demonstrates the first 
part of Newton’s first law of motion, which states that 
objects remain at rest or travelling at constant speed, 
unless a force acts on them to change their motion?

Who is this person, and why is she 
in the news this week? 

Part B: Pictures What news do these pictures tell us?

What is this object, and why is it in 
the news? 

Part F: Statistics  What news do these numbers tell us this week?

F1 Up by 238% F2 127; down by 50% 

F3 Up by 14,171% F4 51% compared with 71% 

F5 450 AD; 1,000 years old F6 1; 533 

Part C: Person Part D: Object Part E: Place
Where in the world has 16-year-old Vishnu Vasu 
recreated Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building, out   
of 5,450 playing cards?
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Part A: Words 

A1 The door has been repainted as a rainbow to show support for 
key workers. The owner, Sara Jane Hemmings-Horsey, hopes it will 
make people smile and lift the spirits in her small town. ‘News in 
Numbers’, Home News, page 5

A2 The new craft show The Fantastical Factory of Curious Craft. 
She says it’s about ordinary people “doing something creative and 
out of the ordinary”. ‘“Do something that brings you joy!”’, Big 
Interview, page 12

A3 Dave filled the bucket of his dumper truck with water and 
shower gel for Helen! ‘Bucket bath’, Crazy but True, page 26

A4 With the average weekly pocket money for four to 14-year-
olds amounting to £4.60, an impressive 40% is being saved, while 
the most common spend is on online games. ‘5. Pocket money 
study’, Quick News, page 4 

A5 TV presenter Clare Balding, in order to encourage pupils 
not to lose their nerve, confidence and creativity as they get 
older and worry about the consequences of failing. ‘This week’, 
Entertainment, page 19

A6 It was played in an empty stadium, while pre-recorded 
noise was played through speakers! Players’ temperatures 
were checked, coaches and substitutes wore face masks, goal 
celebrations were banned and players were warned not to talk 
to each other or to the referee up close. ‘Football returns’, Sport, 
page 28 

A7 A Midsummer Night’s Dream. ‘3. Shakespeare game’, Quick 
News, page 4

A8 Spend their summer holidays picking fruit and vegetables in 
order to help prevent a food shortage due to lack of pickers. ‘12. 
Student land army’, Quick News, page 4

A9 A ‘coronaburger’! ‘Eat it to beat it’, Crazy but True, page 26

A10 Juggling balls. Even though they are heavy and gravity pulls 
them down into the glasses, the water stops the juggling balls 
breaking the glasses in the Science Museum Group experiment! 
‘Home laboratory!’, Boredom Busters! Page 16

Part B: Pictures

B1 A newfypoo (Newfoundland/poodle cross) named Rowlf has 
helped Craig Pankhurst recover from a stroke. ‘20. Giant cuddles’, 
Quick News, page 4

B2 This cross remembers 25-year-old Ahmaud Arbery, an 
unarmed black man shot dead by two white men who claimed he 
looked like a suspect wanted for break-ins. ‘Shooting shock’, USA, 
World News, page 8

B3 Called Game Changer, this is a piece of street art by Banksy, 
which appeared at Southampton General Hospital and pays 
tribute to NHS staff during the coronavirus pandemic, by 
depicting a nurse as a superhero. UK, News in Pictures, page 5

B4 Live matches of Rocket League, with its rocket-powered cars 
playing football, have been shown for the first time on the BBC 
Sport website, app and BBC iPlayer! ‘BBC eSport’, Game Zone, 
page 23

B5 Named Ingenuity by high school student Vaneeza Rupani, 
this special NASA helicopter will accompany the Mars rover 
Perseverance to the Red Planet in July. ‘Introducing Ingenuity’, 
Science News, page 9

B6 The Basilica of Neuchâtel remembered 400 of its parishioners, 
who were unable to attend services due to the COVID-19 
outbreak, by displaying photos of them in the church. 
Switzerland, News in Pictures, page 5

Part C: Person

Who is this person, and why is she in the news this week? 

This is 11-year-old Zoe Giles who has used her time at home 
during lockdown to start her own podcast for kids, called The 
Lockdown Show! ‘Lockdown podcast’, Kent, Home News, page 6

Part D: Object

What is this object, and why is it in the news? This copy of a Moai, 
a headstone found on Easter Island, has been made out of plastic 
debris. Artist Rob Arnold made it from the 50 million plastic 
pieces he collected from Tregantle Beach. ‘Making art from plastic 
waste’, Home News, page 6

Part E: Place

Where in the world has 16-year-old Vishnu Vasu recreated Burj 
Khalifa, the world’s tallest building, out of 5,450 playing cards? 
Bangalore in India. ‘Tower of cards’, Crazy but True, page 26

Part F: Statistics

What news do these numbers tell us this week?

F1 Up by 238%  – Demand at a food bank in Barrow during the 
first two weeks of lockdown rose by 238% and led to a risk that 
the service, which relies on charitable donations and fundraising, 
would run out of food. ‘Food bank use soars’, Cumbria, Home 
News, page 6

F2 127; down by 50% – 127 seismometer stations, which usually 
record earthquakes, have detected a fall of 50% in ground 
vibrations linked to human activity, such as the driving of vehicles. 
‘Great British shakes off’, Science News, page 9

F3 Up by 14,171% – The number of searches for ‘online board 
games with friends’ since lockdown! ‘Googling games’, Game 
Zone, page 23 

F4 51% compared with 71% – A generation ago, the number of 
pupils walking to school was 71%, but in England it’s now just 
51%. ‘Walk this May’, Special Report, page 17

F5 450 AD; 1,000 years old – History teacher Gordon Taylor has 
discovered Anglo-Saxon artefacts and objects that date back to 
450 AD and include a 1,000-year-old skull! ‘News in Numbers’, 
Home News, page 5 

F6 1; 533 – One worker at a fish-processing factory in the city of 
Tema in Ghana is reported to have infected 533 other people with 
COVID-19. ‘Worker infects 533’, Ghana, World News, page 8
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